Introduction
Let n be a positive integer. A derangement is a permutation of the symmetric group n S of permutations of These facts and some other results concerning derangements can be found in [1] . . Some probabilistic aspects of this concept and the related notions concerning the permutations of n S is discussed in [2] and [3] . Let e be the identity element of the symmetric group n S , which is defined by ( ) ax e − ⊥ . In the present paper, we extend the concept of a derangement to a double derangement with respect to two fixed elements x and y of n S .
The Result
In the following, we assume that n is a positive integer and the identity permutation of the symmetric group n S , , , , These considerations show that ( ) ( )
. We thus evaluate ( ) 
Now let the result be true for 1 k − . We can write ( ) 
The number of such permutations x′ is ! k .
The following Table 1 gives some small values of ( ) , , 0 n k ∆ . The following lemma can be easily proved. where
Proof. Let i E be the set of all derangements x for which ( ) ( ) 
, , , , ,
This implies the result.
Our ultimate goal is to find an explicit formula for evaluating ( ) 
for other values of , , n k  . Proof. We can restate the problem as follows: We want to put k ones and n k − zeros in a row in such a way that there are exactly  appearance of one-one. To do this we put n k − zeros and choose k −  places of 
Now suppose that we write 1, 2, , n  around a circle. We thus assume that 1 is after n and so ,1 n is also assumed to be consecutive. Under this assumption we have the following result. 
for other values of , , n k  .
Proof. Similar to the above argument, we want to put k ones and n k − zeros around a circle in such a way that there are exactly  appearances of one-one. At first, we put them in a row. There are four cases: Case 1. There is no block of ones before the first zero and after the last zero. In this case we put n k − zeros and choose k −  places of the 1 n k − − possible places for putting k −  blocks of ones in 
There is a block of ones before the first zero but there is no block after the last zero. This is similar to the above case.
Case 4. There is a block of ones before the first zero and a block of ones after the last zero. In this case we must have 1 −  appearance of one-one in the row format, since we want to achieve  appearance of one-one in the circular format. Thus we put n k − zeros and choose ( )
places for putting ( ) 
These considerations prove that ( )
The following Table 2 gives some small values of ( ) Using the notations of Theorem 2, ( ) 
